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ABSTRACT
 
The International Student Services(ISS)is the primary contact for all international
 
students who arrive at California State university,San Bernardino(CSUSB). These students,
 
relatively new in the United States generally experience difficult conditions, which require
 
them to quickly adapt to local academic and societal environments. The ISS plays a
 
paramount role in assisting these students with information related to academic requirements
 
and opportunities,immigration requirements,housing,health,and various other support
 
services. The ISS also provides programs and activities that assist students with career and
 
financial aid opportunities. In order to meet its objectives,ISS is required to collect,
 
organize,and process enormous amountof practical information that is very valuable to the
 
international students. Currently, ISS records most ofthis information using paper-based
 
methods. The purpose ofthis project is to develop a computerized database management
 
system(ISSODB)that will hold and offer detail information pertinent to fellowships,
 
summer internships,scholarships,grants, loans,and study abroad programs. This database
 
offers several benefits over the current file management system:allows multiple user access;
 
reduces data redundancy; provides speedy recovery ofdata; maintains data integrity; allows
 
security restrictions;and balances conflicting requirements. The database was designed
 
using the entity-relationship(E-R)model concepts,and was implemented in ORACLE
 
version 7. The database executes as an integrated menu application(designed using
 
SQL*!Vlenu). Thedatabase also includes user-friendly data entry forms(designed through
 
SQL*Forms),and several SQL queries that generate organized reports ofuser requested
 
information. The database was validated for its functionality and is ready for practical use by
 
ISS staffand international students.
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LO INTRODUCTION
 
The International Student Services(ISS)office at California State University. San
 
Bernardino(CSUSB)is the primary contact for international students who are nationals
 
ofother countries[8]. The ISS office assists students upon arrival with locating
 
temporary and permanent housing,provides an orientation to the community and the
 
campus including information about academic requirements and opportunities,
 
immigration requirements,housing,health,and supportservices available to the student.
 
The ISS office also provides programs and activities to assists students with personal
 
growth and development[8]. Assistance and referrals are available for academic and
 
personal counseling. The ISS office works closely with the international clubs and the
 
various nationality organizations in bringing student opportunity information as well
 
cultural events. As a result,the ISS office is required to collect,organize,and maintain
 
an extensive amountofpractical information that is very useful to international students.
 
These requirements clearly drive the need for a computerized database system that allows
 
a greater level offlexibility in the organization and storage ofdata, maintenance ofdata,
 
and implementation ofthe database system. This need for a more versatile database
 
system initiated a dialogue between Ms.Elsa Fernandez,Director,ISS and Dr.Josephine
 
Mendoza,Professor,Department ofComputer Science. This dialogue between Ms.
 
Fernandez and Dr.Mendoza led to the shaping ofthis project which called for the
 
development ofInternational Student Services Opportunity Database(ISSODB),
 
 1.1 PURPOSEOFTHISPROJECT
 
The purpose ofthis project is to design,build,and implement an information
 
retrieval database system forISS at CSUSB. The database will focus and offer detailed
 
information to international students on practical and financial opportunities that are
 
available and maintained by ISS staff The database will offer detailed information
 
pertinent to fellowships,summer internships,seholarships,grants,loans,and study
 
abroad programs. The main purpose ofselecting the database approach over the existing
 
file management system is due to specific advantages that accrue from the notion of
 
centralized control ofdata. A few ofthese advantages are as follows:redundancy can be
 
reduced;data can be shared; multiple user access;standards can be enforced; security
 
restrictions can be applied;data integrity can be maintained;and conflicting requirements
 
can be balanced. The database will be implemented using a commercial relational
 
database managementsystem(ORACLE Version 7.0). This database will address the
 
immediate needs ofISS and at the same time would also permit the ISS personnel to
 
modify and extend the application in the future.
 
1.2 PROJECTPRODUCTS
 
This project would lead to the following products:
 
• Implementable Database Application:a working database with relevant
 
application programs,whieh would achieve the speeific needs ofISS with
 
respect to storage and retrieval ofthe student opportunity data. ORACLE
 
SQL*Forms and SQL*Menu applications will be designed and developed to
 
maximize the user-friendliness ofthe database system.
 
Users manual:an implementation manual will be available for the user.
 
Svstems Manual:a project report(this report)will be available with design
 
details and specifications.
 
  
 
2.0 DATABASEREQUIREMENTSSPECIFICATION
 
2.1 INTRODUCTION
 
The purpose ofthe project is to design, build,and implement an information
 
retrieval database for International Student Services(ISS)at California State University,
 
San Bernardino. The database will offer detailed information on Practical and Financial
 
Opportunities maintained by the staffofISS. This type ofinformation is extremely
 
useful for graduating as well as currently enrolled students pursuing a practical or a
 
financial opportunity. The database will be implemented using ORACLE version 7.
 
2.1.1 Project Approach .
 
The current database maintained.by ISS follows the traditional file processing
 
approach. lu the past,an effort was made to convert the traditional file formatted
 
information to an electronic format using dBASE IV. However,this approach remained
 
incomplete and unusable. This situation created the need for a new database,initiating
 
this project. This project is conducted using the concepts ofEntity-Relationship model.
 
The project under the direction ofits Advisor will go through the following steps in
 
completing the database design.
 
• collect database requirements
 
• review and understand the requirements and other details
 
• develop the conceptual E-R model
 
-identify entities
 
  
 
 
- determine key attributes
 
- establish relationships, participation levels
 
- translate the above into E-R diagram
 
- develop the relational tables
 
• develop functional dependencies
 
• normalize relations
 
• devise formal objects, integrity rules,and formal operators
 
• implement all ofthe above using ORACLE7
 
2.1.2 Project Goals/Output
 
Working database application: a database with relevant application programs that meet
 
the immediate needs ofthe ISS with respect to storing and retrieving student opportunity
 
data. Oracle SQL*Forms and SQL*Menu applications will be designed and developed to
 
achieve and maximize user friendliness.
 
User manual: a user manual for ISS staffwill be written.
 
System manual: a manual will be written that details the design and implementation of
 
the ISSODB for personnel who may modify and extend the application in the future.
 
2.2 PROJECT COMPONENTS
 
The project consists ofa system-user interface, which includes menus,pop-up
 
menus,pick lists, and user interaction levels. Each ofthese components are discussed
 
below.
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
• Menus- the ISSODB will be accessed via a tree-structured menu created by
 
SQL*Menu. This menu will feature a top bar ofchoices with pull-down sub
 
menus,a type ofinterface found in many personal-computer and graphics
 
workstation programs. Each menu selection(with the exception of'quit') will
 
lead to another menu selection or a data-entry form. Each form will consist of
 
one or more data fields,some ofwhich may be hidden or read-only.
 
• Pop-up menus -some fields will represent data items which may hold one of
 
a limited set ofentries. For example,the field opportunity.type may contain
 
only the values grant,scholarship,fellowship,internship,loan,or study
 
abroad. When siich a field is selected^ a pop-up menu(PUM)containing all
 
valid choices will appear. ThePUM will allow the user to choose one ofthese
 
options:
 
• inform the user ofvalid choices,
 
• eliminate the need to type the chosen item,
 
• prevent spelling errors,
 
• prevent invalid entries,and
 
• enable internal mechanisms for conserving storage space and
 
maintaining the data in Third Normal Form(3NF).
 
• Pick lists - the previous example using opportunity.type is quite simple. A
 
more involved example is provided by examining country, which contains the
 
  
 
 
 
 
country(or set ofcountries)in which an opportunity is offered. The country is
 
more complex because:
 
• a single opportunity may be offered in more than one country,so a
 
PUM is not adequate. The user must have a pick list(PL),which is
 
similar to aPUM except that it allows multiple elements from the list
 
to be selected.
 
• the country named in the opportunity source text may not be on the
 
PL,so the data-entry operator(DEQ)will have to determine whether a
 
country from the list can be substituted. The disparities may occur
 
when a country changes its name(e.g.,Ceylon to Sri Lanka),splits into
 
two or more countries(e.g.,the former Soviet Union),or merges with
 
another country(e.g.,the former East and West Germany). In the first
 
case alternatives will be explored and the best solution will be
 
implemented in this project. In the second and third cases,the DEO
 
may have to contact the sponsor for clarification.
 
• User levels - the ISSODB will have three levels ofuser interaction:
 
• student queries(a read-only activity),
 
• routine data entry(entry,update,and delete)ofopportunities and
 
related information),and
 
• maintenance data entry(the upkeep ofdata used by the ISSODB but
 
not part ofany opportunity).
 
 2.3 FUNCTIONALPARTITIONING
 
Unlike a conventional sequential language,such as C,Pascal,or FORTRAN,
 
SQL*Fomisorganizes an application into segmentsofcode referred to as'triggers.' Each
 
trigger is associated with a particular element ofthe form,such as a field,page,or block,
 
and is called only when the user is traversing(entering or leaving)that element.
 
SQL*Forms requires that application functionality be partitioned according to the design
 
ofthe forms,at least at the code level; there is no explicit division ofthe code into
 
procedures,modules,libraries, etc.
 
Within aform,functionality is delineated by dividing the form into blocks and
 
pages. The goal is to design qach form to provide a natural and logical user interface.
 
Within the application,functionalit}^ is divided by the elements ofthe user menu. This
 
menu may be thought ofas a tree,each ofwhose leaves is a form(with exception of
 
'quit'). Again,the goal is to structure the menu tree in such a way that sub-menus contain
 
logically-related operations and frequently-used operations are near the root ofthe tree.
 
2.4 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
 
• Processing narrative - the ISS will gather information from various sources
 
about opportunities which may be ofinterest to students. These opportunities
 
will be entered by the ISS Staff, whereupon they will become available for
 
students to access via queries framed on one or more variables,such as the
 
opportunity type or the country where it is offered. The result ofstudent
 
queries will be a formatted report, which may be viewed on-screen or printed.
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
• Restrictions/limitations - the ISSODB will be limited in several ways.
 
• text-mode display - as mentioned earlier,only text-mode display of
 
menusand forms is available at this time.
 
• text data - non-text data,sueh as bitmap displays,cannot be stored in
 
the ISSODB.
 
• limited reports - students will have a menu ofreports to choose from,
 
but will not have the ability to create custom report formats.
 
• limited SQL access - students will execute queries; by cplenting ^ 
 
query form and entering the selection criteria, but they will not have
 
access to free-form SQL.
 
• unanticipated data - the ISS staffmay receive opportunity data whiVb
 
does not'fit' into the existing schema.
 
• Performance requirements - there are no explicit requirements for system
 
processing or response time. Because the likely maximum size ofthe database
 
is very small relative to ORACLE'S processing capacity,it is anticipated that
 
response time will be good (i.e., less than 5 seconds for updates and less than
 
1 minute for a query). Unknown variables which could affect response are:
 
• processing load on Delphi - the Delphi server computer may have
 
other Oracle applications or other UNIX applications running,and
 
• network speed - the ISS will communicate with the server via the
 
campuscomputer network,which may at times be overburdened.
 
  
 
 
2.5 VALIDATION CRITERIA
 
Prior to putting any application into practical use,it has to be validated first. Validation
 
is the process ofverifying the accurate performance ofthe application. There are several
 
validation criteria that can be applied to a database application,however,ISSODB
 
relatively being a small application would warrant only the following performance
 
checks.
 
2.5.1 Performance Bounds
 
As mentioned above,performance is nota critical issue with the ISSODB. Any
 
performance problems willibe the result offactors outside ofthe application and thus are
 
beyond the scope ofthis project.
 
2.5.2 Classes ofTests
 
• Interface design/usabilitv - to the extent possible,conform to f^tandards
 
defined in Pressman(473-74).
 
• Coirectn^-the results ofcorrectlyframed queries will return all matching
 
records and only matching records.
 
• Path - each trigger will be tested for correct functioning,both for normal exit
 
and exception exits.
 
• Multi-user - tests will verify that ORACLE'S multi-user features,such as
 
record locking,concurrent read access,etc., work as expected.
 
• Communication - test network link,locally-defined function keys(ifany),and
 
modem access(ifany).
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2.5.3 Expected Software Response
 
As set out above,the ISSODB is expected to respond very well,the only caveats
 
being those described in Performance requirements.
 
2.5.4 Special Considerations
 
• Small data set - because the data structures must be inferred from the existing
 
data set,new data entries may contain information which was not anticipated
 
in the original schema,requiring periodic modifications to the data tables and
 
the application.
 
• User feedback - after theISSODB is deployed in everyday uSe, it is likely that
 
users will request modifications and enhancements.
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 3.0 PROJECT APPROACH
 
The current database maintained by ISS staffis implemented using the traditional
 
file processing approach. In the past,an effort was made to convert the traditional file
 
formatted information to an electronic format usingdBASEIV. However,this approach
 
remained incomplete and unusable. Coiisequently,this situation further strengthened the
 
need for a computerized database management system. A review ofdifferent types of
 
data used by ISS revealed that the data constituted distinguishable objects(entities)that
 
can be linked to each other with.certain relationships. Therefore,the coneept ofrelational
 
model was chosen as the design approach for the ISSODB. The relational model is a way
 
of representing the data by means oftables and manipulating sueh a representation by
 
means ofoperators such as JOIN,SELECT,PROJECT,etc. In general,the design
 
process typically consists oftwo parallel activities. The first activity involves the
 
coneeptual design ofthe data content and structure ofthe database, whereas the second
 
activity concerns the physical design ofdatabase processing and software applications. A
 
briefsummary ofeach ofthese design activities is provided below.
 
3.1 	CONCEPTUAL DESIGN PHASE
 
The goal ofthis phase is to produce a conceptual sehema for the database that is
 
independent to ISSODB. The conceptual schema is a stable description ofthe ISSODB
 
eontents. This activity involved the following components:
 
• database requirements collection and analysis.
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• development ofan Entity-Relation(E-R)model. The E-R model is a high
 
level conceptualdata model,which displays the individual entity types and
 
their attributes, relationship types, participation levels,and constraints in a
 
diagrammatic format known as the E-R diagram.
 
• implementation ofthe E-R model into relations.
 
• derivation of functional dependencies based on user requirements.
 
• normalization ofthe relations.
 
3.2 PHYSICAL DESIGN PHASE
 
The physical design ofthe database is the process ofimplementing the relational
 
model in a relational database management system(DBMS). For this project ORACLE
 
Version 7 is used. This activity involved the following tasks:
 
• created the database and its tables.
 
• loaded the database with data.
 
• designed and implemented the queries and routine tasks employing user
 
friendly interfaces such as SQL*Forms and SQL*Menu.
 
3.3 DATABASE VALIDATION
 
TheISSODB will be validated for several validation criteria. Various classes of
 
tests will be conducted to verify the following database functionalities:
 
• correctness - the results ofcorrectly framed queries should return all matching
 
records and only matching records.
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 • multi-user functionality - tests should verify that ORACLE'S multi-user feature
 
(e.g. concurrent read access)should work as expected.
 
• communication - test network link,locally-defined function keys,and modem
 
access.
 
The following chapters will describe the conceptual design process, physical
 
implementation,and database validation in more detail.
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4.0 CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
 
The objectives ofany database design are manyfold:to satisfy user requirements;
 
to organize information in a structured manner;and to support the processing
 
requirements and performance objectives such as response time,processing time,and
 
storage space. The design process begins with the conceptual design phase,which
 
includes a clear definition ofthe database requirements,contents,structure,
 
interrelationships,and constraints. The productfrom this conceptual phase will be a
 
high-level data model(conceptual model)that has the following characteristics:
 
expressiveness;simplicity; minimality;diagrammatic representation;and formality[2].
 
Prior to defining the design parameters, it is critical to identify the entities ofinterest to
 
ISS and to identify the information to be recorded about those entities. Therefore,the
 
first step is the collection and review ofthe database requirements.
 
4.1 DATABASE REQUIREMENTSCOLLECTION AND ANALYSIS
 
In order to design an effective database,the expectations ofthe users and the
 
intended uses ofthe database must be clearly understood. A series ofmeetings were held
 
with ISS staffto discuss these issues. Meetings were held to identify major application
 
areas and user groups that will use the database,review ofavailable data and related
 
documentation,and to analyze the operating environment and processing requirements. It
 
was concluded from these meetings that the focus ofthe database would be on practical
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and financial opportunities. The following is a detailed summary ofdatabase contents
 
and user requirements:
 
Application area: the database should hold and offer information related to the following
 
areas.
 
Practical opportunities Financial opportunities
 
-Fellowships -Loans
 
- Internships - Grants
 
- Study abroad programs - Scholarships 
Application users: the application should be accessible to two sets ofusers with different 
objectives. ■ ; 
ISS staff international students
 
- data entry - data retrieval
 
- data updates (this set ofusers do not have
 
- maintenance write access to the database)
 
Operating environment requirements: the application is currently supported on UNIX
 
platform(SunOS),however,it is envisioned that sometime in future the application
 
would be ported to PC. The application executes using ORACLE Version 7,SQL*Forms
 
3.0,and SQL*Menu 5.0. The application can be accessed by multiple users
 
simultaneously.
 
Available Data and Data Formats: data related to study abroad programs,fellowships,
 
internships,loans,grants,and scholarships is currently available at ISS. Individual
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attributes related to each data type such as eligibility requirements,deadlines, where and
 
how to apply,etc. are also documented. This information currently is structured in
 
tabular format and is organized in the traditional file management system. Sample data
 
type and data formats are shown in APPENDIX A. In addition to this format,partial
 
information is also available in electronic format stored in dBASE 4. An attempt was
 
made to transfer data from dBASE IV format to ORACLE format,which posed two
 
major challenges; first moving the data without having to re-key it, and second was the
 
re-categorization and the arrangement ofdata so that only one item ofdata is stored in
 
each field. Also,the data available in this format was incomplete,and therefore the
 
option ofusing electronic format was abandoned.
 
4.2 DEVELOPMENT OFENTITY-RELATIONSHIP(E-R)MODEL
 
Following the requirements collection and analysis,this step focuses on the
 
development ofthe conceptual schema for the ISSODB. The conceptual schema is a
 
concise description ofthe data requirements ofthe users and includes detailed description
 
ofthe data types,relationships,and constraints[2]. The conceptual schema is expressed
 
using concepts ofa high-level data model such as an E-R model. The E-R model displays
 
the individual entity types and their attributes, relationship types, participation levels,and
 
physical constraints in a diagrammatic format known as the E-R diagram. An entity
 
I
 
represented in the E-R model is a"thing" in the real world with an independent existence.
 
For example,an entity can be an object with physical existence such as a person or an
 
object with conceptual existence such as a company or ajob[2]. Each entity has a
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specific set ofattributes(properties)that describe the entity. Each entity also has an
 
attribute whose value is distinct from itself. Such an attribute is called the key attribute
 
and its value can be used to identify each entity uniquely[l]. This constraint prohibits any
 
two instances ofan entity from having the same value for the key value. Some entity
 
types have more than one key attribute.
 
4.2.1 Identify Entities and Associated Aftributes
 
Based on the needs ofISS,it was clearly desirable to integrate both practical and
 
financial opportunity information into the same opportunity database(ISSODB).
 
Recognizing the above need,entities common to both information types(practical and
 
financial)were,identified.
 
Entities are classified as either regular or weak entity types. A regular entity is
 
also referred to as a strong entity. Ifan entity's existence is independent ofanother entity,
 
then it is known as a regular entity. Ifan entity's existence is dependent on some other
 
entity,then the depending entity is called the weak entity. In the ISSODB application,the
 
entities sponsor and "country"are regular entities, whereas all other entities are weak
 
entities. A regular entity is modeled as a single-lined rectangle, whereas a weak entity is
 
drawn as a double-lined rectangle.
 
Attributes are a set ofproperties that define an entity. For example,in the
 
ISSODB application,the entity"Sponsor"would possess properties such as sponsor
 
name,sponsor address,etc. Each ofthese properties draw their valuesfrom a
 
corresponding domain. Attributes can be ofseveral types:
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• Atomic or Composite: an atomic attribute is a property that is not divisible
 
into sub properties. A composite attribute is made up ofseveral atomic
 
properties(e.g. address is made up ofatomic properties like street name.city,
 
state, etc.).
 
• Single or Multi-valued: a property with a single value is called a single-

valued attribute(e.g.sponsor name). Similarly,a property with multiple entry
 
values is called a multi-valued attribute(e.g.fund_name)
 
• Base or Derived: a base attribute is an original attribute ofan entity, where as
 
a derived attribute is a computed value using one or more ofthe base values or
 
other derived attributes[2].
 
The following section describes thedetails ofeach entity and its attributes. The key
 
attribute is generally underlined for easy recognition.
 
Opportunity: This entity defines the type ofopportunity(whether it is a practical
 
opportunity or a financial opportunity). This is a weak entity in relation to the entity.
 
Sponsor,because the elimination ofthe offering sponsor would automatically eliminate
 
the opportunity. The attribute details ofthis entity type are shown in Table 4.2.1.
 
Requirements:This entity specifies the required qualifications for an opportunity,and
 
thus holds all information related to an opportunity. The details ofthe attributes related to
 
this entity type are shown in Table 4.2.2.
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 Table 4.2.1: Attribute Details for the Opportunity Entity
 
Attribute Pefinition C or A^ SorlM^ For 
OoDortunitv Num a system generated unique sequence# A S F&P 
Type Type ofopportunity,e.g. grant, loan A S F&P 
Nurnber_of_Opps number ofopportunities available A s F&P 
Salary/Amount financial award details A s F&P 
Add'Mnfo provides additional details A s F&P 
Table 4.2.2: Attribute Details for the Requirements Entity 
Attribute Definition C or a' S or M- ForP^ 
Class determines the educational eligibility for A M F 
an oppdrtunity, e.g. senior 
Visa determines visa eligibility,e.g. Fl,Jl A M F&P 
Degree determines educational eligibility,e.g. BS A M P 
MinScore Score requirements,e.g. ORE,GMAT C M F&P 
Gender Gender requirements for an opportunity A s,- . F&P 
Ethnicity defines the ethnicity preferences 
' ■ "A', . M F&P 
Field ofStudy determines the field ofstudy in which A M F 
the opportunity is offered,e.g. Nursing 
AddMRequirements Preferred requirements, not mandatory, A M F&P 
e.g. BS required, MS preferred 
2: S^Single valued; M=multi-valued 
3: F-Applies to financial opportunity; P=Applies to practicaropportunity 
20 
Application Recipient: This entity holds the details ofwho and where to apply. All
 
attributes listed under this entity type apply to both opportunities. The details ofthe
 
attributes related to this entity type are shown in Table42.3.
 
Table 4.2,3: Attribute Details for the Application Recipient Entity
 
Attribute Definition C or a' Sor
 ForP^
 
Number a system generated unique sequence number
 A S F&P
 
given for each application recipient
 
Name name ofthe agency that is accepting the A
 s F&P
 
applications for,an opportunity
 
Attention
 name ofthe person/dept. to whom the ,Av / s F&P
 
application is to be directed
 
Phone application recipient's phone number t • ■■■■ A s F&P
 
Fax
 application recipient's fax number A s F&P
 
E-mail
 application recipient e-mail address A s F&P
 
Web site
 application recipient web site address,e.g. A s F&P
 
http://www.database.com
 
Address
 application recipient mailing address details C s F&P
 
Deadline this is an attribute stored under the
 A M F&P
 
relationship(is_applied_for_at). This is
 
necessary to keep track ofthe individual
 
opportunity versus the application recipient.
 
2: S-Single valued; M=muiti-valued,
 
F~Applies to financial opportunity; P=App[ies to practical opportunity
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Sponsor. This entitys attributes will hold the information about the sponsor offering a
 
practical or a financial opportunity. Reflecting its importance in the financial opportunity
 
itself, the sponsor entity'supports'several weak entities in the sense that,ifa sponsor is
 
deleted from the database,its associated opportunities(and their requirements)must be
 
deleted as well. The attribute details ofthis entity type are shown in Table 4.2.4.
 
Table 4.2.4: Attribute Details for the Sponsor Entity
 
Attribute
 Definition
 C or A- S or M- F or
 
Sponsor Name nameofthe sponsor offering an opportunity A s
 F&P
 
Fund Name
 fund name,,e.g. Rockefeller foundation A M, F&P
 
Address sponsor's address details, e.g. street name,
 C S F&P
 
suite #,City name,etc.
 
Count)y. Inclusion ofcountry as an entity will allow the user to search information by
 
country.Information including the sponsor's headquarters is available under this entity
 
type. This entity has only one attribute shown in Table 4.2.5.
 
Table 4.2.5: Attribute Details for the Country Entity
 
Attribute
 Definition C or A* Sor Mr For
 
Country Name name ofthe country where the opportunity
 A M F&P
 
is offered, e.g.,a summer internship with
 
Morgan Stanley, Inc. in England,etc.
 
2: S-Single valued; M=multi-valued
 
to firianeial opportunity; P—Applies to practical opportunity
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4.2.2 Identify Relationships
 
As described earlier,ISSODB hasfive entities. Each ofthese entities are
 
associated among themselves by meansofrelationships. To set up arelationship between
 
any two entities,one must first determine the nature ofthe relationship. There are three
 
types ofrelationships, which are briefly described below.
 
• One-to-many relationship(1-M): a one4o-many relationship is the most
 
common type ofrelationship in a relational database. In this type,a record in
 
Table A(Entity A)can have more than one matching record in Table B(Entity
 
B),but a record in Table B has at most one matching record in Table A[9].
 
• Many-to-many relationship(M-M):in this type ofrelationship,a record in
 
Table A can have more thanone matching record in Table B,and similarly a
 
record in Table B can also have more than one matching record in Table A.
 
• One-to-one relationship(1-1): this is not a common relationship,in which a
 
record in Table A can have no more than one matching record in Table B,and
 
a reeord in Table B can have no more than one matching record in Table A[9].
 
The entities involved in a specific relationship are called the participants ofthe
 
relationship,and the number ofparticipants in that relationship defines the degree ofthe
 
relationship. The participation level ofan entity in a relationship can either be total or
 
partial. It is said to be total participation when every instance ofthe a participating entity
 
participates in at least one instanee ofthe relationship,otherwise,the participation level is
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termed as partial. The following seetion describes the different relationships that were
 
derived in theISSODB application.
 
Requires:
 
OPPORTUNITY REQUIRES
 REQUIREMENTS
 
Requires isa 1-1 relationship between opportunity and requirements: This is a 1-1
 
relationship because every opportunity has one set ofrequirements and every
 
participating set ofrequirements is required for one opportunity. Opportunity
 
participation is full in this relationship, whereas requirement participation is partial(since
 
all ofthe attributes do not participate in this relationship).
 
Is_Applied_For_At:
 
y \s\ 
OPPORTUNITY APPLIED APPLICATION 
TOR AT. RECIPIENT 
This is a relationship between opportunity and application_recipient. This is a
 
M-1 relationship because each opportunity has only one application recipient, whereas an
 
application recipient can receive many applications for one or more opportunities
 
available with the recipient's sponsor. Both entities have full participation in the
 
relationship. Application Recipient is not weak with respect to opportunity because it is
 
common to administer several opportunities in one office.
 
Accepts Applicdtions At:
 
Sponsor ACCEPTS APPLICATION
 
PPLNS
 RECIPIENT
 
AT
 
This is a M-M relationship between sponsor and application recipient. This is a
 
M-M relationship as one office(such as a scholarship clearing house or an practical
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 agency)serves multiple sponsors and a single sponsor accepits applieations at multiple
 
offices(which might,for example,serye distinct regions ofthe country).
 
Is_Funded_By:
 
OPPORTUNITY FUNDED SPONSOR
 
BY
 
Is Funded_By is a M-l relationship between opportunity and sponsor. This isa
 
M-1 relationship because each opportunity is offered by only one sponsor,whereas a
 
sponsor can offer several opportunities. Both entities have full participation in the
 
relationship(assuming that every sponsor has at least one opportunity available). This is
 
weak because the opportunity's existence depends on the existence ofthe sponsor.
 
HavingOpportunityln:
 
M /HAVING
 
SPONSOR COUNTRY
VOPP'TNY
 
\ IN X
 
Having Opportunity In is a M-M relationship between sponsor and eountry
 
because a sponsor can have one or more opportunities located in different countries,
 
whereas a country can have one or more sponsors offering opportunities. Sponsor has
 
full participation as every sponsor has at least one opportunity. Country has partial
 
participation since every country rnay not have an opportunity.
 
All ofthe above information was compiled to form an E-R diagram as shown in
 
Figure 4.2.1. The cardinality ratio and participation constraints were determined from the
 
requirements collected.
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International Student Services Opportunity Database(ISSODB) 
Entity-Relationship (E-R) Diagram 
COUNTRY 
4.3DERIVATION OFFUNCTIONAL DEPENDENCIES
 
Once the E-R diagram is mapped with the database requirements and constraints,
 
the next logical step is to derive functional dependencies(FDs).Functional dependencies
 
are used to group attributes into relation schemas that are in normal form. A functional
 
dependency is a constraint between two sets ofattributes from a database[l].
 
For example,in a relation R;X and Y are arbitrary subsets ofthe set ofattributes
 
ofR,then we can say that Y is functionally dependent on X. In symbolic form,this
 
relationship is denoted asX^Y. The symbolic notation is read"X functionally
 
determines Y"- ifeach X value has an association with precisely one Y value in relation
 
R. In other words,whenevertwo tuples(records)ofR agreeon their X value,they also
 
agree on their Y value[I].
 
Based on the review ofthe user requirements,and the E-R Diagram the following
 
FDs have been established. These functional dependencies are grouped by each
 
determinant attribute(e.g. Sponsor_Name,Opportunity_Num,etc.)
 
Sponsor Name -> Street
 
Sponsor Name ——> City
 
Sponsor_Name ——> State
 
Sponsor Name > Zip
 
Sponsor_Name ——> Country
 
Sponsor Name ~—> Country Code
 
Opportunity# ——> Type
 
Opportunity# ——> Salary
 
Opportunity# ——> Additional Info
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Opportunity# — Start Date
 
Opportunity# Duration
 
Opportunity# > Gender
 
Opportunity# —--> Term
 
Opportunity# ——> Num_0f_0pp
 
Opportunity# ——>Country_Code
 
Opportunity# > Sponsor_Name
 
Opportunity# > Fund_Name
 
AR Num,Sponsor Name,Fund_Name -> AR_Name
 
AR Num,Sponsor_Name,Fund Name —--> AR_Attention
 
AR_Num,Sponsor Name,Fund_Name ——> AR Title
 
AR_Num.Sponsor_Nanie,FundjName — AR:_Phone
 
AR Num,Spons6r_Name,Fund Name -—> AR_Fax#
 
AR Num,Sponsor_Name,Fund_Name AR_Street
 
AR_Num,Sponsor Name,Fund Name > AR City
 
AR Num,Sponsor Name,Fund Name ——> AR State
 
AR Num,Sponsor_Name,Fund_Name ——> AR Zip
 
AR Num,Sponsor Name,Fund_Name — AR Country
 
AR Num,Sponsor Name,Fund Name > AR Gopher
 
AR Num,Sponsor Name,Fund Name > AR Web
 
Division_Name -> Low
 
Division Name — > High
 
Sub_Category_Name -> Low
 
Sub Category Name -> High
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Term_Begins,Opportunity# > Term_Begins,Opportunity#
 
Term Begins,Opportunity# > Deadline Date
 
Degree,Opportunity# ——> Degree,Opportunity#
 
Degree,Opportunity# Remarks
 
Major Code ——> Major Name
 
Major Code,Opportunity# Major Code,Opportunity#
 
Visa_Type,Opportunity# > yisa_Type,Opportunity#
 
Standing,Opportunity# ——> Standing,Opportunity#
 
Test,Opportunity#——> Test, Min_Score,Opportunity#
 
Ethnicity_Code,Opportunity# ^ Ethnicity_Code,Opportunity#
 
Requirements,Opportunity# > Requirements,Opportunity#
 
Country Code > Country Name
 
Ethnicity__Code -> Ethnicity_Name
 
Sponsor Name,Fund_Name — > Sponsor Name,Fund Name
 
Locality Name,Country Code,Sponsor Name -> Locality_Name, 
Country Code,Sponsor__Name 
4.4 DEVELOPMENTOFBASE RELATIONS 
This section defines the initial set ofbase relations that can be derived from the E­
R diagram. A relation isjust a mathematical term for a table ofa specific kind. A
 
relation s primary components are tuples and fields. The tuple corresponds to a row,
 
whereas the field corresponds to an attribute[l]. The number oftuples in a relation is
 
called the cardinality and the number ofattributes is called the degree ofthe relation. For
 
each relation,there is also a primary key denoted with an underline,and sometimes a
 
foreign key denoted within a dashed rectangle. The primary key is a unique identifier for
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the table. It can be asingle attribute or a combination ofattributes with the property that,
 
at any given time no two rows ofthe table can contain the same value for that attribute or
 
the combination ofthe attributes. ForISSODB,the following base relations are derived:
 
Sponsor
 
Sponsor Name Address Country_Code ]
 
FundSponsor
 
Fund Name Sponsor Name
 
1
 
1
 
Opportunity
 
Opportunity #
 Type ■ Salary Additional_lnfo Num of Opp 
[~Country_Code [~AR_Nuni [~Sponsor_Na:me ~[~Fund_Name "~|
 
I I I I I
 
Requirements
 
Degree Glass Visa IVlin_Score Gender Ethnicity FieldofStudy
 
Opportunity Num , Additional _Requirements 1
 
AppIicationRecipient
 
AR Num
 ARName ARAttn AR_Title ARPhoneNum AR Fax ARAddress
 
AR Email
 ARGopher AR Web Sponsor Name , Fund Name
I I i.ci ,
 
I I
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Country
 
Country Code Country_Name
 
4.5 NORMALIZATION OFBASE RELATIONS
 
The next step is to normalize the base relations obtained in the previous section.
 
Normalization ofdata is a process during which unsatisfactory relation schemas are
 
decomposed by breaking up their attributes into smaller relations that possess desirable
 
properties[2]. Normalization ofa database is achieved through a series ofsteps which are
 
grouped as First Normal Form(INF),Second Normal Form(2NF),and Third Normal
 
Form(3NF). Furtherthere are Fourth Normal Form(4NF)and Fifth Normal Form(5NF)
 
also. But,in general a database is desired to be at least in 3NF.
 
Initially some ofthe relations in ISSODB were not even in INF. For a relation to
 
be in INF,it should not have any attributes that are composite or multi-valued. For
 
example,the Address"attribute under sponsor entity is composite and the"Field of
 
Study"attribute ofthe requirements entity was multi-valued. In order to bring the
 
relations to INF,all the composite attributes were decomposed to atomic attributes and
 
the multi-valued attributes were broken down into separate relations. In the case ofthe
 
ISSODB,once all the relations were brought to INF,they automatically fell into the 3NF.
 
The Normalized relations are described in the following section.
 
Country
 
Country Code Country Name
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EthnicityCode
 
Ethnicity Code EthnicityNarne
 
Sponsor
 
Sponsor Name Street City State Zip Country
 Country Code "j
 
FundSponsor
 
Fund Name Sponsor Name "j
 
Opportunity
 
Opportunity# Type Salary Additional lnfo StartDate Duration Gender
 
Term Num_of_Opp CountryCode AR Num [~Sponsor_,Name ~y~Fund_Name
 
Ethnicity
 
Ethnicity Code Opportunity #
 
A
 
Application_ Recipient
 
AR Num
 ARName ARAttn
 ARTitle ARPhoneNum ARFax ARStreet
 
ARCity ARState ARCountry ARZip ARGopher
 
AR Web Sponsor Name rFund Name [
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 DivisionRange
 
Diyision Name Low High 
CategoryRange 
Sub Category Name Low High 
MajorCodes 
Maior Code Major_Name 
Majors 
I Major Code 
' 
, Opportunity # 
I 
^ 
I 
Visa 
Visa Type Opportunity# 
Class 
Standing Opportunity# ] 
Tests 
Test Min Score Opportunity# 
AdditionalRequirements 
Requirements Opportunity# 
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Deadline
 
Deadline Date
 Term Begins Opportunity#
 
Locality
 
Locality Name Country Code Opportunity # ^
 
OpportunityDegree
 
Degree Remark Opportunity #
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 5.0 PHYSICAL DESIGN
 
The physical design ofthe database is the physical implementation ofthe
 
conceptual design output using an RDBMS like ORACLE 7. This phase defines the data
 
storage structures,associated mappings,and access paths related to the database
 
application. This process generally involves the design oftables,design ofdata entry
 
forms,loading the data,generating reports,and testing for performance. The following
 
sections describe theISSODB physical design process in more detail.
 
5.1 CREATION OFTABLES
 
The tables for the database were created using ORACLE 7.0. ORACLE7 was
 
chosen for this application primarily due to its existence in CSUSB as well as other
 
powerful capabilities such as: flexibility to expand the application into the future;
 
enormous data processing capabilities; industry standard RDBMS;etc
 
The normalized relations that were derived in the conceptual design phase were
 
converted to a table format. TheISSODB application has 18 tables. Each table varied in
 
size ranging from two fields to sixteen fields. A table is created in ORACLE using the
 
command Create Table. The syntax for this command is as follows:
 
create table table name(
 
column1 datatype column constraint I table constraint
 
column2 datatype
 
• '); ■ . 
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 For example,the sponsor table is created as follows:
 
create table sponsor(
 
sponsor name yarchar(50)primary key,
 
street varchar(20),
 
city varchar(10),
 
state varchar(lO),
 
zip varchar(20),
 
countrycode varchar(20)
 
references country data(country_code)
 
. )' ■ 
The syntax used to create a tableis not case sensitive. The create table command
 
enforces different kinds ofconstraints on the table including primary keys,foreign keys,
 
and check conditions. Enforcement ofthese constraints allow ORACLE to maintain the
 
database integrity. Based on the type ofthe data,the data type is specified as CHAR,
 
NUMBER,VARCHAR,etc. A majority ofthe fields in the ISSODB tables are defined
 
as either VARCHAR or NUMBER. The advantage ofusing VARCHAR over CHAR is
 
that VARCHAR uses only the required spaces, whereasCHAR utilizes all defined uses
 
by padding the unfilled spaces(after using the required spaces)with blanks.
 
The order in which the tables are dropped and created is critical, especially
 
because ofthe referential integrity constraints. Referential integrity constraint(a foreign
 
key constraint)specifies that the values ofthe foreign key correspond to actual values of
 
the primary key in the other table[3]. For example,in the fund sponsor table,the
 
sponsor_name field refers to the values ofthe sponsor name field in the sponsor table. In
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 this case drop fund_sponsor table before dropping the sponsor table. The sequence ofthe
 
ISSODB tables and their field definitions are described below:
 
drop TABLE LOCALITY;
 
drop TABLE ETHNICITY;
 
drop TABLE DIVISION RANGE;
 
drop TABLECATEGORY RANGE;
 
drop TABLE MAJORS;
 
drop TABLE MAJOR_DATA;
 
drop TABLE VISA;
 
drop TABLECLASS;
 
drop TABLE TESTS;
 
drop TABLE ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS;
 
drop TABLE DEADLINE; '
 
drop l ABLE OPPORTUNITY DIXIRITI;
 
drop TABLE OPPORTUNITY;
 
drop TABLE APPLICATION_RECIPIENT;
 
drop TABLE ETHNICITY DATA;
 
drop TABLE FUND SPONSOR;
 
drop TABLE SPONSOR;
 
drop TABLECOUNTRY DATA;
 
CREATE TABLECOUNTRY DATA
 
<■ 
COUNTRY_CODE VARCHAR(20) PRIMARY KEY, 
COUNTRYNAME VARCHAR(20) 
); 
CREATE TABLE ETHNICITY DATA 
; ( 
ETHNICITY CODE VARCHAR(20) PRIMARY KEY, 
ETHNICITYNAME VARCHAR(20) 
); 
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CFIEATE TABLESPONSOR
 
( SPONSOR_NAlVIE
 VARCHAR(50)PRIMARY KEY,
 
STREET
 VARCHAR(20),
 
CITY VARCHAR(IO),
 
STATE VARCHAR(IO),
 
ZIP VARCHAR(20),
 
COUNTRY VARCHAR(20),
 
COUNTRY CODE VARCHAR(20)
 
REFERENCES COUNTRY_DATA(COUNTRY_CODE)
 
CREATE TABLE FUND SPONSOR
 
( SPONSOR NAME VARCHAR(50)
 
REFERENCES SPONSOR(SPONSOR_NAME),
 
FUND NAME :' VARCHAR(50),
 
PRIMARY KEY(SPONSOR_NAME,FUND_NAME)
 
)'
 
CREATE TABLE APPLICATION RECIPIENT
 
( AR_NUM NUMBER(IO),
 
ARNAME VARCHAR(70),
 
ARATTN VARCHAR(30),
 
AR_TITLE VARCHAR(30),
 
AR PHONE NUM VARCHAR(20),
 
AR_FAX VARCHAR(20),
 
AR STREET VARCHAR(40),
 
AR CITY VARCHAR(40),
 
AR_STATE VARCHAR(20),
 
ARZIP VARCHAR(30),
 
ARCOUNTRY VARCHAR(20),
 
AREMAIL VARCHAR(40),
 
ARGOPHER VARCHAR(40),
 
AR WEB VARCHAR(40),
 
SPONSORNAME VARCHAR(50),
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FUNDNAME VARCHAR(50),
 
FOREIGN KEY(SPQNSOR_NAME,FUND NAME)
 
REFERENCES FUND_SPONSOR(SPONSOR_NAME,FUND NAME),
 
PRIMARY KEY(AR_NUM,SPONSOR_NAME,FUND NAME)
 
);
 
CREATE TABLE OPPORTUNITY
 
( OPPORTUNITY NUM NUMBER(IO)PRIMARY KEY,
 
type VARCHAR(I5),
 
POSITION VARCHAR(30),
 
SALARY VARCHAR(20),
 
ADDITIONALJNFO VARCHAR(50),
 
START_DATE VARCHAR(20),
 
DURATION VARCHAR(22),
 
GENDER VARCHAR(5),
 
term VARCHAR(IO),
 
NUM_OF_OPP VARCHAR{20),
 
COUNTRY_CODE VARCHAR(20)
 
REFERENCESCOUNTRY_DATA(COUNTRY_CODE),
 
SPONSORNAME VARCHAR(50),
 
FUNDNAME VARCHAR(50),
 
ARPHONENUM VARCHAR(20),
 
FOREIGN KEY(AR_PHONE_NUM,SPONSOR NAME,FUND NAME)
 
REFERENCES APPLICATION_RECIPIENT(AR_PHONE_NUM,SPONSOR_NAME,
 
FUND_NAME)
 
);
 
CREATE TABLE ETHNICITY
 
,(
 
ETHNICITY_CODE VARCHAR(I5)
 
REFERENCES ETHNICITY_DATA(ETHNICITY_CODE),
 
OPPORTUNITYNUM NUMBER(IO)
 
REFERENCESOPPORTUNITY(OPPORTUNITY_NUM),
 
PRIMARY KEY(ETHNICITY_CODE,OPPORTUNITY NUM)
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CREATE TABLE D1V1SI0N_RANGE
 
(
 
DIVISION NAME VARCHAR(50)PRIMARY KEY,
 
DIVISIONLOW NUMBER(5),
 
DIVISIONHIGH NUMBER(5)
 
■ j: , 
CREATE TABLE CATEGORY_RANGE
 
■( ■ 
SUB CATEGORY NAME VARCHAR(50) PRIMARY KEY, 
SUB_CATEGORY_LOW NUMBER(5), 
SUBCATEGORYjHIGFI NLIMBER(5) 
); ■ ■ . . 
CREATE TABLE MAJOR DATA 
( ■ : ' 
MAJORNAME VARCHAR(50), 
MAJOR CODE NUMBER(5) PRIMARY KEY 
); 
CREATE TABLE MAJORS 
. ( 
MAJORCODE NUMBER(5) 
REFERENCES MAJOR_DATA(MAJOR_CODE), 
OPPORTUNITY_NUM NUMBER(IO) 
REFERENCES OPPORTUNITY(OPPORTUNITY_NLIM), 
PRIMARY KEY(MAJOR_CODE, OPPORTUNITY NUM) 
CREATE TABLE VISA 
( 
VISATYPE VARCHAR(I5), 
40 
OPPORTUNITYNUM NUMBER(IO)
 
REFERENCES OPPORTUN!TY(OPPORTUNITY_NUM),
 
PRIMARY KEY(VISA_TYPE,OPPORTUNITY NUM)
 
);
 
CREATE TABLE CLASS
 
(
 
STANDING VARCHAR(60),
 
OPPORTUNITY_NUM NUMBER(IO)
 
REFERENCES OPPORTUNITY(OPPORTUNITY_NUM),
 
PRIMARY KEY(STANDING,OPPORTUNITY NUM)
 
);
 
CREATE TABLE TESTS
 
(
 
test VARCHAR(IO),
 
MINSCORE VARCHAR(IO),
 
OPPORTUNITYNUM ■ NUMBER(IO) 
REFERENCES OPPORTUNITY(OPPORTUNITY_NUM), 
PRIMARY KEY(TEST,OPPORTUNITY NUM) 
);
 
CREATE TABLE ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS
 
(
 
REQUIREMENTS VARCHAR(50),
 
OPPORTUNITY_NUM NUMBER)10)
 
REFERENCESOPPORTUNITY(OPPORTUNITY_NUM),
 
PRIMARY KEY(REQUIREMENTS,OPPORTUNITY NUM)
 
0;
 
CREATE TABLE DEADLINE 
( 
DEADLINE DATE 
TERM BEGINS 
CHAR(20), 
CHAR(20), 
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OPPORTUNITYNUM NUIVIBER(IO)
 
REFERENCES OPPORTUNITY(OPPORTUNITY_NUM),
 
PRIMARY KEY(DEADLINE_DATE,TERM_BEG1NS,OPPORTUNITY NUM)
 
. );
 
CREATE TABLE LOCALITY
 
(
 
LOCALITY_NAME VARCHAR(20),
 
COUNTRY_CODE VARCHAR(20)
 
REFERENCESCOUNTRY_DATA(COUNTRY_CODE),
 
SPONSOR_NAME VARCHAR(50)
 
REFERENCES SPONSOR(SPONSOR_NAME),
 
PRIMARY KEY(LOCALITY_NAME,COUNTRY CODE,SPONSOR NAME)
 
);
 
CREATE TABLE OPPORTUNITY^DEGREE
 
( ■ 
DEGREE YARCHAR(20), 
REMARK VARCHAR(250), 
OPPORTUNITY_NUM NUMBER(IO) 
REFERENCES OPPORTUNITY(OPPORTUNITY_NUM),
 
PRIMARY KEY(DEGREE,OPPORTUNITY NUM)
 
);
 
5.2 DATA LOADING
 
Following the layout oftables,the next step was to populate these tables with
 
relevant data. The ISSODB data was available in two formats:(i)manually documented
 
tabular format stored in a traditional drawer-file management system and (ii) partial data
 
stored in dBASE IV format. To reduce the data loading time,an attempt was made to
 
import dBASE IV data into ORACLEformat. This task presented two challenges,the
 
first one was simply the technical problem ofmoving data without having to re-key,and
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the second one was more ofa trouble-some issue dealing with the re-categorization and
 
the re-arrangement ofthe data. One possible solution was to use dBASE's ASCII export
 
facility and a series ofSQLINSERT commands. A dBASE program was written to
 
execute the export and INSERT functions,one for each record containing the data for
 
each field. In spite of the automated process,manual editing and re-keying was
 
necessary for each record for accurate positioning ofdata. Some specific problems
 
encountered during this data conversion process are highlighted below:
 
• In dBASE files,the attributes amount and duration ofa financial award are
 
stored in a single field. In ORACLE,these attributes are stored under separate
 
fields. Theonly"way to separate the imported data was to manually re
 
arrange, which would be a very time consuming effort.
 
• The application recipient information in ORACLE was designed to be in a
 
separate table, whereas the dBASEformat was stored in a memo field, which
 
is an unstructured text document. Because ofthis problem,all ofthis data
 
would have to be entered manually.
 
• When manually editing the addresses ofapplication_recipient, it was often
 
impossible to determine the breakdown ofthe address information such as
 
street, city, etc.
 
• Fund_name and funded_by attributes in dBASE were stored in switched order,
 
whereas in ORACLE,they are designed to be in the correct order.
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 • Information on class standing in dBASE was duplicated in two fields. When
 
this information was imported,adjustments were necessary to eliminate the
 
redundancy.
 
Considering all ofthe above problems, and especially with the fact that the ISSODB
 
dBASE data was only partial,the data conversion processfrom dBASE to ORACLE was
 
found to be not efficient. Atthis point,data entry through SQL*Formsseemed to be an
 
efficient and user-friendly approach.
 
5.3 DESIGN OFSQL*FORMS
 
Realizing that using S9L*Formsfor data entiy is a better approach,this task
 
focused on the design ofsuch forms. For definition,SQL*Forms aid in the quick
 
development ofform-based applications for entering,querying,updating,and deleting
 
data. The application needs can be specified using simple menus,spread tables,and a
 
powerful screen painter[5]. The non-procedural approach ofSQL*Forms allow
 
prototyping ofapplications very effectively. Prototyping allows refinement ofan
 
application as it is built. Prior to the detailed discussion that follows,it is critical that the
 
following terms be well understood[5].
 
Block: a section ofaform that usually corresponds to one table in the database.
 
Blocks contain a group ofrelated fields that can spread across one or more pages.
 
Base Table: the database table on which a block is based.
 
Record: data from one row in a table,as represented in a form.
 
Multi-Record Block: a block that can display more than one-record at a time.
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Pop-up Window: an area ofaform that temporarily overlays another area by
 
popping up in response to some event or user action. A pop-up window can be
 
a pop-up page,a pop-up list ofvalues,or the pop-up field editor.
 
fMd: a highlighted or underlined area on a page that can display data and where
 
operators input data. The data usually corresponds to data from a column in a
 
database table.
 
For theISSODB application,eight separate forms have been developed. These forms car
 
be grouped under two different categories,namely the first and the second categories.
 
There are two first category forms in the ISSODB application,namely the
 
CNTRY_ETH_CODfi_ENTR:Y form and the MAJORS DATA form. The first category
 
forms relate to the tables that store general.information such as the list ofcountries and
 
their associated codes,list offields ofstudy and their associated codes,and ethnicity and
 
their associated codes. For this project,a standardized set ofcodes for these variables
 
were developed using information listed in the CSUSB'application forms and GRE
 
inforrnation bulletin. TheISSODB application also has six second category forms,
 
namely the ADDTNL_REQ_DEADLINEform,APPLN_RECEP_ENTRY form,
 
LOCALITY_DEGREEform,OPPORTUNITY form,SPONSOR form,and
 
^^SA CLASS TSTSform. These second category forms correspond to the tables which
 
are directly related to the information regarding an opportunity. Some ofthe fields(e.g.:
 
country name,field ofstudy,etc.)in the second category forms can be entered through a
 
pop-up list ofavailable choices. All eight forms are illustrated in APPENDIX B. For the
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purpose ofclarity,function key definitions are provided in Table 5.3.1. The following
 
sections provide a more detailed discussion on the developmentofthe ISSODB
 
SQL*Forms.
 
5.3.1 Steps Used to Create Forms
 
The following steps were used to create thelSSODB forms:
 
• Start SQL*Forms by typing the following command:
 
sqlform30-C vtlOOu;utd <username>/<password>
 
• Use the left or right arrow keys to reach the Action option on the SQL*Forms
 
main menu.
 
• Press[select],then the Action menu appears, with the New option highlighted.
 
• Press[select]to choose the New option. The New Form dialog box appears.
 
At this instinct,type OPPORTUNITY in Name field and press[Accept].
 
Following this action,SQL*Formsreturns to the main menu.
 
• Press R for the Form menu and then press M to reach the Form Definition
 
form. The name ofthe form OPPORTUNITY ENTRY already appears in the
 
title field.
 
• Press[Next Field]to reach the Validation unit field. Press [list] to display the
 
list ofvalues for this field. Use[Up]and[Down]keys to scroll up or down.
 
• Press[Select]to choose the value ofthe"field"into the Validation Unit field.
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Table 5.3.1 Function Key Definitions
 
[Left]
 
[Right]
 
[Up]
 
[Down]
 
[Next Field]
 
[Next Block]
 
[Previous Block]
 
[Next Record]
 
[Previous Record]
 
[Insert/Replace]
 
[Edit]
 
[Enter Query]
 
[Execute Query]
 
[Commit/Accept]
 
[Insert Record]
 
[Delete Record]
 
[List]
 
[Help]
 
[Print]
 
[Accept]
 
[Change Display Type]
 
^B
 
Ap
 
^P
 
•AN
 
TAB
 
^XB
 
'^Z^XB
 
'^XR
 
V\XR
 
ESC/­
ESC E
 
^X3
 
^X4
 
'^XA
 
ESC 1
 
ESCD
 
^XL
 
^XH
 
ESC ESC P
 
'^XA
 
ESCT
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• Press[Next Field] until the cursor is in the Comment region ofthe window.
 
This region can be used to describe the purpose ofthe form or to provide any
 
other relevant information.
 
• Press[Accept]to return to the main menu. This action will store changes
 
temporarily in a working memory allocation. Forms must be saved to save the
 
changes permanently.
 
5.3.2 Steps Used to Create Blocks
 
Blocks are the building units ofeach form. Each block corresponds to at most one
 
database table called the base table[4]. The following steps were used to create the
 
ISSODB blocks:
 
• Type B to select the Block option in the main menu. The Block menu
 
appears.
 
Select the Default option. The Default Block form appears.
 
Type OPPORTUNITY in the Bloek Name field.
 
Plaee the cursor in the Base Table field by using[Next Field].
 
Press[List]to display the names oftables available.
 
Use[Up]and[Down]to reach the OPPORTUNITY table and press[select].
 
At this instinct,"OPPORTUNITY"appears in the Base Table field.
 
• Press[Accept]. SQL*Forms returns to the main menu.
 
Multiple blocks can also be ereated in the sameform by following similar procedures as
 
outlined above. ,
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5.3.3 Steps Used to Testthe Form
 
Theform that was created in the previous section must be saved to store the form
 
definitions permanently in the database. Theform can be saved by selecting the Save
 
option under the Action menu. Once the form is saved,it must be generated before
 
executing or testing the form. Generating aform converts the form definitions into a file
 
that Can be run by SQL*Forms. The steps followed to generate and execute aform is
 
listed below.
 
• Select the Generate option from the Action menu. The Generate Form dialog
 
box will appear with the name ofthe currentform in both the Name and the
 
File fields.
 
• Press[Accept]. At this instinct the Generate Form dialog box disappears,and
 
the form is generated.
 
• Select the Execute option from the Action menu. A dialog box appears with
 
the name ofthe form. Press[Accept]to run the OPPORTUNITY form. The
 
form that wasjust created appears.
 
• Press[Insert record]to enter data. Enter data in different fields and press
 
[Commit/Accept].
 
In this form,OPPORTUNITY NUM is a mandatory field since it is the primary key for
 
the OPPORTUNITY table. Therefore,the cursor will not move until a value is entered in
 
this field. The following section will discuss in detail the creation ofan automatic
 
sequence generator.
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5.3.4 Steps to Modify the Form
 
This section provides steps to modify the OPPORTUNITY_ENTRY form. This
 
task is composed oftwo actions. The first action is to generate automatic sequence
 
numbers,which retrieves the data for certain fields automatically. The following steps
 
are used to generate these automatic sequence numbers.
 
• Press F to select the field menu.
 
• Press the return key to display the Field Definition spread table.
 
• Press[Change Display Type]to move to the Field Definition form for the
 
OPPORTUNITY NUM field. Type the following text in the Default Value
 
field:
 
:sequence.opportunity num.nextval
 
This statement instructs SQL*Formsto retrieve the next available sequence number
 
generated by the database into the opportunity_num field.
 
To improve accuracy(e.g. consistency in spelling)and efficiency ofthe data entry
 
task, pop-up lists can also be used. A pop-up list provides all available choices for a
 
specific field. The following section will describe the steps involved in developing a
 
pop-up window(e.g. country data pop-up window).
 
• Press F to select the Field menu.
 
• Press the return key to display the Field Definition spread table.
 
• Move to the country-code field and press[Change Display Type]to move to
 
the Field Definition form for the country code field.
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• Type the following SQL statement in the List ofvalues SQL text seetion:
 
select country code,country name
 
into :eountry_code from country data
 
• Return to the main menu,save,generate,and execute the form.
 
After implementing the abovetwo tasks,the opportunity_num field is
 
automatically inserted by the next sequence number. At this time,press[List]in the
 
country code field for a list ofavailable choices. [Up]and[Down]keys are used to
 
scroll among the choices,and the selection ofan appropriate code will place the relevant
 
value m the country_code field ofthe opportunity block. Similarly, pop-up lists for
 
sponsor name,fund_name,and ar^num are also created by using SQL statements in the
 
list ofvalues SQL text region for the sponsor_name field;
 
selectsponsor_name,fund_name,ar num
 
into :sponsor name,:fund_name,:ar_num
 
. from Application Recipient.
 
This will ensure thatthe eorreet information is stored even in case where a sponsor has
 
multiple application recipients.
 
Theforms that are created through steps described above not only aid data entry
 
but also aid data querying. Once the OPPORTUNITY form is generated and executed,
 
the following steps are used to perform data queries.
 
• Press[Enter Query]to get into the enter query mode.
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• Move to the field on which the query is to be performed. For example,to
 
seareh grant opportunities, move to the field "type"and enter grant.
 
• Press[Exeeute Query]. This request will retrieve all records related to the
 
grant opportunities.
 
Though queries ean be performed using data entry forms,an even better approach
 
ofquerying is through reports. Reports are well formatted and ean be created using
 
SQLPLUS. The following section focuses on this topie.
 
5.4 DESIGN OFREPORTS
 
A report is a summary ofinformation that is well organized and formatted to suit
 
the user s specifications. Although forms and querydatasheets can be printed, reports
 
provide more flexibility in presenting data that is easy to understand. Some real world
 
examples ofreports are mailing labels,invoiees,sales summaries,etc.
 
ForISSODB,several reports can be generated based on query criteria. These
 
reports can be generated based on single variable or multiple variable requests. Some
 
examples ofsuch requests are:
 
• Search for opportunities based on field ofstudy(single variable request)
 
• Search for opportunities based on opportunity type(single variable request)
 
• Search for opportunities based on country(single variable request)
 
• Seareh for opportunities based on country and opportunity type(multi-variable
 
request).
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 • Search for opportunities based on country and field ofstudy(multi-variable
 
request), etc.
 
ISSODB reports are comprised of several SQLPLUS commands. The mostcommonly
 
used SQLPLUScommands used to generate reports are briefly described below[3].
 
Remark: instructs SQLPLUS that the words to follow this command are to be
 
treated as comments,not instructions.
 
Set headsep: the heading separator identifies the single character that tells
 
SQLPLUS to split a title on to two or more lines.
 
Ttitle: sets the top title for each page ofthe report.
 
Btitle: sets the bottom^title for each page ofthe report.
 
Column: gives SQLPLUS a variety ofinstructions on the heading format and
 
treatment ofa column.
 
Start: tells SQLPLUS to execute the instructions that are saved in a file.
 
Set pagesize: sets the maximum number oflines per page.
 
The details ofthe SQLPLUS code written to generate variousISSODB reports are shown
 
in APPENDIX C.
 
5.5 DESIGN OFSQL*MENUS
 
A SQL*Menu is a productivity tool that provides a single menu interface for
 
executing multiple data-processing tools. A menu is a list ot choices that a user can
 
select from to specify their next action[7]. Menu items can call other menus,execute
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commands or run programs. There are many advantages to using a menu interface,some
 
ofwhich are listed below[7].
 
• provides a very user-friendly environment,thereby reducing the amountof
 
technical knowledge needed by the user.
 
• presents a wide range ofavailable choices
 
• improves data entry accuracy by minimizing typing errors(spelling errors or
 
incorrect commands)
 
• makes the application more structured,thereby making the application easier
 
to learn, use,and maintain.
 
• improves the application security.
 
TheISSODB main menu will have Data Entry,Reports,and Exit as the three
 
available choices. When the Data Entry option is selected, all available forms are listed.
 
Selection ofa form through this listing eliminates the need for steps such as opening,
 
generating,and executing a form. Similarly,selection ofthe Report option provides a list
 
ofdifferent types ofreports that can be generated from the ISSODB. The Exit option will
 
allow the user to quit the application. The following section discusses the steps that
 
were
 
followed to create the ISSODB menu application.
 
• SQL*Menu is invoked by typing the following command:
 
sqlmenuSO-C vtlOOu:utd <usemame>/<password>
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Creating a Menu Applicatinn
 
• From the Action menu select New item. The New Menu Application dialog
 
box appears.
 
• EnterISSODB in the Name field.
 
• Press[Accept]to create the new application
 
Defining a Menu
 
• Select Menu item from the Menu submenu.
 
• Press[Change display type]to display the form. Menu definition form
 
appears. Fill the menu definition information.
 
Defining a Menu Item
 
• Select the Menu Item from the Me nu submenu.
 
• Press[Change display type]to display the Item Definition form.
 
• Enter I in the command type field to invoke a submenu(the submenu must
 
already be defined using the steps described above)
 
• Enter descriptive names in the Item Text and Short Item Name fields.
 
• Enter thesubmenu name(reports)in the command line field.
 
• Press[Accept]
 
• Save,generate,and execute the ISSODB menu.
 
The other command types used in the ISSODB application are command type 2,which is
 
used to execute an operating system command,and command type 7is used to execute a
 
PL/SQL command. Examples of these command types are presented below:
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Operating system command that invokes the OPPORTUNITY ENTRY form
 
is:
 
runform30-G vtlOOumtd OPPORTUNITY_ENTRY <username>/<password>
 
Operating system command that invokes the FIELD OFSTUDY report is:
 
sqiplus-S <username>/<password> @fld_sdy
 
PL/SQL command that invokes the exit function is:
 
exit menu:
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6.0 DATABASE VALIDATION
 
Once the database is suceessfully designed and implemented,the next eritical step
 
is to validate the database application for its functionality. Positive results in these
 
validation tests would imply that the database would perform satisfactorily,and its initial
 
objectives have been met. Tests performed on the ISSODB application can be grouped
 
under three primaiy categories: unit testing,integration testing,and system testing. Test
 
results under eaeh ofthese categories is presented in the following seetions.
 
6.1 UNIT TESTING
 
Unit testing focuses on the verification effort ofthe smallest unit ofthe database
 
applieation[10]. ForISSODB application,each form was tested for its funetionality.
 
Some examples ofthese functionalities are: eorrect generation ofsequence numbers,
 
proper storage and retrieval ofdata,and returning valid error messages,etc. Similarly,
 
each report is also tested for data organization,format,and accurate retrieval ofthe user
 
requested query. The results ofthe tests are summarized in Table 6.1.1
 
6.2 INTEGRATION TESTING
 
Following the unit testing phase,the next phase oftesting would focus on the
 
performanee ofthe integrated componentsofthe database applieation. The individual
 
components like forms and reports are integrated using a SQL*Menu,an ORACLE based
 
tool. All ISSODB forms are grouped under the Data Entry eategory, whereas all reports
 
are eategorized under the Reports category. Various tests were performed to verify the
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Table 6.1.1: Unit Test Results 
UNIT TESTED TESTSPERFORMED 
FORMS 
ADDTNL_REQ_DL1NE • tested for proper storage and retrieval ofdata 
RESULTS 
Pass 
APPLNRECEP
 
CNTRY_ETH_CODE
 
LOCALITYDEGREE
 
MAJORSDATA
 
OPPORTUNITY
 
SPONSOR
 
VISACLASSTSTS
 
REPORTS
 
FLDSTDY
 
OPPY TYPE
 
OPPY_CNTRY_TYPE
 
•	sequence# generation for the AR Num field Pass
 
• data entered using pop-up list ofSponsor Name
 
and Fund_Name is tested for consistency
 
• Country_Code and Ethnicity Code fields were Pass
 
verified for valid data ranges
 
•	tested for proper storage and retrieval ofdata
 Pass
 
•	 Major Code field was verified for valid data Pass
 
ranges
 
f	 sequence number generation for the
 Pass
 
Opportunity_Num field
 
• data entered through pop-up lists of
 
Country_:Code,Sponsor_Name,Fund_Name,
 
and AR Num are verified for consistency
 
• data entered through pop-up list of Pass
 
Country Code is verified for consistency
 
•	tested for proper storage and retrieval ofdata
 Pass
 
• user is prompted to enter a field ofstudy,after Pass
 
which the generated report must list all the
 
opportunities available for that field ofstudy
 
•	user is prompted to enter an opportunity type, Pass
 
after which the generated report must list all the
 
opportunities for the requested opportunity type
 
•	 user is prompted to enter both country name and Pass
 
an opportunity type, after which the generated
 
report must list all opportunities for the
 
requested type in the requested country
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linkage between all forms and the ISSODB menu. Similarly,tests were also performed to
 
verify the linkage between all reports and the ISSODB menu. Tests results are
 
summarized in Table 6.2.1
 
Table 6.2.1: Integration Test Results 
eOlMPONENTS TESTSPERFORMED RESULTS 
INTEGRATED 
ISSODB Menu and
 • tested to verify ifdata entry option lists all the Pass
 
Forms
 available forms
 
• tested for proper linkage between all forms and
 
the ISSODB menu
 
ISSODB Menu and
 • tested to verify ifreports option lists all the Pass
 
Reports
 available reports
 
• tested for proper linkage between all reports and
 
the ISSODB menu
 
:
 
6.3 SYSTEM TESTING
 
In this phase oftesting,the ISSODB application is tested as a complete system
 
Two primary tests were performed to ensure the completeness ofthe system,which
 
include tests on database user-friendliness and communication.
 
• User-friendliness: tests were performed to verify whether the application
 
prompts the user for information in an accurate and easily interpretable
 
format. Also,the application was tested to verify ifuseful help text was
 
provided when necessary.
 
• Communication:tests were performed to check ifthe application would
 
execute effectively when accessed through modem(remote access).
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7.0 USERINSTRUCTIONS
 
Steps to invoke ISSODB application
 
• Start SQL*Menu by executing the command'sqlmenuSO-C vtlOOurutd
 
<username>/<password>'.
 
• ISSODB application can be invoked by opening,generating and executing the
 
ISSODB menu. The main menu would appear asshown in Figure 7.1
 
Figure 7.1: Main Menu forISSODB Application
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Steps for Data Entry
 
• Choose the Data Entry option from the ISSODB main menu. All available
 
forms under this option would appear as shown in Figure 7.2.
 
• Use[Up]and[Down]keys to select the appropriate form.
 
• Enter the data and press[Insert Record].
 
• Press[Commit/Accept]to commit the changes.
 
• Press[Exit]to return to the ISSODB main menu.
 
Figure 7.2: Available Forms Underthe Data Entry Option
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Data retrieval using Forms
 
Theforms that were created for data entry can also be used for querying. The
 
following steps are used to perform data queries using forms.
 
• Press[Enter Query]to get into the enter query mode.
 
• Move to the field on which the query is to be performed. For example,to
 
search grant opportunities, move to the field "type"and enter grant.
 
• Press[Execute Query]. This request will retrieve all records related to the
 
grant opportunities.
 
Data retrieval using Reports
 
• Choose the Reports option from the ISSODB main menu. A listing of
 
available reports under this option would appear as shown in Figure 7.3.
 
• Use[Up]and[Down]keys to reach the appropriate report.
 
• Select the report to be executed.
 
• When prompted for input,type the necessary information.
 
• A report will be generated for the query performed.
 
• Type exit to return to theISSODB main menu.
 
Exit out ofthe ISSODB application
 
• Choose the Exit option from the ISSODB main menu.
 
• Press return to exit out ofthe ISSODB application.
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Figure 7.3: List ofAvailable Reports
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STUDY ABROAD
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Data Entry Form For
 
Additional Requirements.Deadline,and Majors Tables
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 Data Entry Form For
 
Application Recipient Table
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 Data Entry Form For
 
Country Data and Ethnicity Data Tables
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Data Entry Form For
 
Locality.Opportunity Degree,and Ethnicity Tables
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 Data Entry Form For
 
Division Range.Category Range,and Major Data Tables
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Data Entry Form For
 
Opportunity Table
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Data Entry Form For
 
Sponsor and Fund Sponsor Tables
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Data Entry Form For
 
Visa.Class,and Tests Tahlps
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(SQLPLUSCODEFOR REPORTSANDSAMPLEOUTPUT)
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List Opportunities By Country
 
set echo off
 
REM Author: Sailaja Malireddy
 
REM Filename: oppy-by-cntry.sql
 
REM Masters Project: ISSODB
 
REM DESCRIPTION: contains formatting&select commands
 
to list opportunities by country
 
set linesize 90
 
set pagesize 66
 
set headsep|
 
ttitle CSUSB - International Student Services|Opportunity Database'
 
accept mCntry char prompt'Enter country name(or enter for "all"):'
 
set echo off
 
set verify off
 
column opportunity_num heading'Number'format 9999
 
column type heading'Category'format al2 word_wrapped
 
column country name heading'Country Name'formataI2 word wrapped
 
column sponsor name heading'Sponsor'format al8 word wrapped
 
column fund_name heading'Fund'format al8 word wrapped
 
column num_of_opp heading'Number ofjOpenings'format a9 word wrapped
 
select opportunity num,
 
type,
 
countryname,
 
sponsorname,
 
fundname,
 
numofopp
 
from opportunity,country data
 
where opportunity.country code=country data.country code
 
and upper(country_name)like upper('%&mCntry%');
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List Opportunities By Maior
 
set echo off
 
REM Author: Sailaja Malireddy 
REM Filename: oppy-by-field.sql 
REM Masters Project: ISSODB 
REM DESCRIPTION: contains formatting&select commands 
REM to list opportunities by major 
set linesize 90
 
set pagesize66
 
set headsep|
 
ttitle'CSUSB - International Student Services|Opportunity Database'
 
accept mMajor char prompt'Enter major name(or enter for "all"):'
 
set echo off
 
set verify off
 
column opportunity_num heading'Number'format9999
 
column major name heading'Major'format al8 word_wrapped
 
column type heading'Category'format al2 word_wrapped
 
column sponsor_name heading'Sponsor'fonnat al8 word_wrapped
 
column fund_name heading'Fund'format al8 word_wrapped
 
column num_ of_opp heading'Number oflOpeiiings'format a9 word wrapped
 
select opportunity.opportunity_num,
 
major_name,
 
type,
 
sponsorname,
 
fundname,
 
numofopp
 
from opportunity, major data, majors
 
where opportunity.opportunity num = majors.opportunity num
 
and major data.major code= majors.major code
 
and upper(major_name)like upper('%&mMajor%');
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List Opnortunities By Type ofOpnortunitv
 
set echo off
 
REM Author: Sailaja Malireddy
 
REM Filename: oppy-by-type.sql
 
REM Masters Project: ISSODB
 
REM DESCRIPTION: contains formatting& select commands
 
^EM to list opportunities by type
 
set linesize 80
 
set pagesize 66
 
set headsep|
 
ttitle'CSUSB - International Student Services|Opportunity Database'
 
accept mType char prompt'Enter opportunity type(or enter for "all"):'
 
set echo off
 
set verify off
 
column opportunity num heading'Number'format 9999
 
column type heading'Category'format al2 word_wrapped
 
column sponsorjiame heading'Sponsor'format al8 word wrapped
 
column fund name heading'Fund'format aI8 word_wrapped
 
column num of opp heading'Number ofOpenings'format a9 word wrapped
 
select opportunity num.
 
type,
 
sponsorname,
 
fundname.
 
numofopp
 
from opportunity where type like upper('%&mType%');
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List Opportunities By Both Onportunitv Type and Country
 
set echo off
 
REM Author: Sailaja Malireddy 
REM Filename: oppy-by-cntry-type.sql 
REM Masters Project: ISSODB 
REM DESCRIPTION: contains formatting& select commands 
to list opportunities by country and type 
set linesize 80
 
set pagesize 66
 
set headsep|
 
ttitle'CSUSB - International Student Services|Opportunity Database'
 
accept mType char prompt'Enter opportunity type(or enter for "all"):'
 
accept mCntry char prompt'Enter country name(or enter for "all"):'
 
set echo off
 
set verify off
 
column opportunity_num heading'Number'format 9999
 
column type heading'Category'format al2 word_wrapped
 
column sponsor name heading'Sponsor'format aI6 word wrapped
 
column fund name heading'Fund'format al8 word wrapped
 
column country name heading'Country'format alO word wrapped
 
column num of opp heading'Number ofjOpenings'format a9 word wrapped
 
select opportunity.opportunity_num,
 
type,
 
sponsorname.
 
fundname,
 
countryname,
 
num_of_opp
 
from opportunity,country_data
 
where type like upper('%&mType%')
 
and opportunity.coLintry code= country data.country code
 
and upper(country_name)like upper('%&mCntry%');
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List Opportunities By Both Country And Maior
 
set echo off
 
REM Author; Sailaja Malireddy
 
REM Filename: oppy-by-fld-cntry.sql
 
REM Masters Project: ISSODB
 
REM DESCRIPTION: contains formatting& select commands
 
^EM to list opportunities by country and major
 
set linesize 100
 
set pagesize 66
 
set headsep|
 
ttitle'CSUSB - International Student Services|Opportunity Database'
 
accept mMajor char prompt'Enter major name(or enter for "all"):'
 
accept mCntry char prompt/Enter country name(or enter for "all"):'
 
set echo off
 
set verify off
 
column opportunity num heading'Number'format 9999
 
column major_name heading'Major'format aI8 word wrapped
 
column type heading'Category'format aI2 word wrapped
 
column sponsor name heading'Sponsor'format aI6 word wrapped
 
column fund name heading'Fund'format al8 word wrapped
 
column country name heading'Country'format alO word wrapped
 
column num of opp heading'Number ofjOpenings'format a9 word wrapped
 
select opportunity.opportunity num.
 
major_name,
 
type.
 
sponsorname.
 
fundname.
 
country_name,
 
numofopp
 
from opportunity, major data. majors.country_data
 
where opportunity.opportunity num = majors.opportunity_num
 
and major_data.major_code= majors.major_code
 
and upper(major_name)like upper('%&mMajor%')
 
and opportunity.country code=country_data.country_code
 
and upper)country name)like upper('%&mCntry%');
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Wed Mar 12
 
Number Category
 
4 GRANT
 
5 GRANT
 
2rows selected.
 
SAMPLE REPORT 1 
(Query by Country and Tvne^ 
CSUSB - international Student Services 
Opportunity Database 
page 
Sponsor Fund Country 
Number of 
Openings 
DAAD DAAD(GERMAN 
ACADEMIC 
EXCHANGE 
SERVICE) 
GERMANY N/A 
DAAD DAAD(GERMAN 
ACADEMIC 
EXCHANGE 
SERVICE) 
GERMANY N/A 
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SAMPLE REPORT2 
(Query by Onnortinitv Type) 
Wed Mar 12 
CSUSB - International Student Services 
Opportunity Database 
page I 
Number Category Sponsor Fund Country 
Number of 
Openings 
4 GRANT DAAD DAAD(GERMAN GERMANY N/A 
ACADEMIC 
EXCHANGE 
SERVICE) 
5 GRANT DAAD DAAD(GERMAN GERMANY N/A 
ACADEMIC 
EXCHANGE 
SERVICE) 
6 GRANT TRAVEL GRANT AUSTRALIAN AUSTRALIA 
AWARD ACADEMY OF 
THE HUMANITIES 
7 GRANT EAST-WEST FOUNDATION FOR TAIWAN 
CENTER DEGREE SCHOLARLY 
STUDENT EXCHANGE 
AWARD 
4 rows selected. 
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 SAMPLE REPORT3
 
(Query by Country) 
Wed Mar 12 
page 
CSUSB - International Student Services 
Opportunity Database 
Number of 
Number Category Sponsor Fund Country Openings 
FELLOWSHIP A.W.HOWARD A.W.HOWARD AUSTRALIA 5-8 
MEMORIAL MEMORIAL TRUST 
FELLOWSHIP 
6 GRANT TRAVEL GRANT AUSTRALIAN AUSTRALIA 
AWARD ACADEMY OF 
THE HUMANITIES 
2rows selected. 
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APPENDIX D
 
(LIST OFACRONYMS)
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List ofAcronyms
 
CSUSB California State University,San Bernardino
 
RDBMS Relational Database Management System
 
DEO Data Entry Operator
 
ER Entity Relationship
 
ISS
 International Student Services '
 
ISSODB International Student Services Opportunity Database
 
PL Pick List
 
PUM Pop-Up Menu
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